Data indicate that ∆I = 3/2 transitions account for 4.5-4.7% of both CP conserving and CP violating K → 2π decays, as well as CP conserving radiative K → ππγ processes. Observed K → ππγ/ππ branching ratios are shown to scale near α/π or α/2π. The K L -K S mixing angle φ and the semileptonic weak-rate asymmetry δ are reviewed, and theory is shown to be consistent with data. Also, K → 2π ∆I = 1/2 dominance is studied in the context of the chiral constituent quark model, displaying again excellent agreement with data. Finally, indirect and direct kaon CP violation (CPV) are successfully described in the framework of photon-mediated quark-loop graphs. This suggests that kaon CPV can be understood via second-order weak transitions, radiatively corrected.
Introduction
The experimentally observed [1] violation of CP in the neutral-kaon system is, in the Standard Model (SM), parametrized through a complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [2] quark-mixing matrix, the origin of which is usually attributed to physics beyond the SM (see, e.g., Ref. [3] for a recent analysis of possible new-physics signals). Moreover, kaon CP violation (CPV) is well tested for both K → 2π and K → 2πγ weak transitions. Another empirically well-established phenomenon in neutral-kaon decays is ∆I = 1/2 enhancement and, likewise, ∆I = 3/2 suppression. Faced with surprising regularities in the measured branching ratios of CP conserving (CPC) and CPV kaon decays, as well as for such processes involving a photon, we are led to study the hypothesis that kaon CPV can be described as an electromagnetic (e.m.) radiatively corrected second-order weak (SOW) effect. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we study CPV for 4.5-4.7% suppressed ∆I = 3/2 amplitudes, in Sec. 3 the suppression factor α/π for K → 2πγ 2π
, in Sec. 4 the CPV observed angles φ and δ, in Sec. 5 a chiral quark model for ∆I = 1/2 weak decays, and in Sec. 6 both direct and indirect CPV of K → 2π amplitudes. By bringing into the analysis the K → 2πγ decays, CPV appears to follow from studying radiative e.m. corrections to SOW transitions, together with ∆I = 1/2 dominance.
CPV for Suppressed ∆I = 3/Amplitudes
First we review these patterns based on the recent Particle Data Group (PDG) tables [4] for K → 2π decays. Specifically, the branching ratios for CPC and CPV K → 2π decays are
suggesting that the mechanism driving the CPC ∆I = 1/2 enhancement may also play a role in CPV for K decays. We shall return to this point in Sec. 6.
Here we note that, since a pure ∆I = 1/2 K → 2π transition requires a branching ratio
(1) implies an approximate ∆I = 3/2 amplitude contamination of 2.185/2 − 1 = 4.5%. Stated another way, the
rate ratio (neglecting from now on the small experimental errors) is, for τ S = 0.8935 × 10 −10 s
implying a small ∆I = 3/2 to ∆I = 1/2 amplitude ratio of 4.7%. Not only is this small 4.7% ∆I = 3/2 suppression compatible with the above approximate CPC 4.5% value, but the radiative ∆I = 1/2 to ∆I = 3/2 rate ratio (divided by 2, since the photon does not interact
is very close to Eq. (3) above. Alternatively, we could follow Okun's text [5] , and compute the ∆I = 3/2 to ∆I = 1/2 amplitude ratio using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the observed ππ phase-shift difference of 53
• to obtain a small 4.5-4.6% ratio, compatible with the 4.5%, 
Radiative Scale α/π
Now we study the observed branching ratios of radiative relative to non-radiative K decays, and note that they are both close to the radiative factor α/π = 0.00232, or α/2π if there is a π 0 in the final state [4] :
68.60 × 10 −2 = 0.00259 vs.
21.13 × 10 −2 = 0.00130 vs.
A more detailed bremsstrahlung calculation of these branching ratios is in good agreement with the experimental data [6] , and thus also close to our radiative factors of α/π and α/2π.
Since the major fraction of the rate K L → π + π − γ is CPC, it is difficult to extract the pure
However, invoking the measured CPV amplitude magnitudes [4] |η +− | = (2.286 ± 0.017) × 10
along with the radiative amplitude |η +−γ | of about 2.35 × 10 −3 , we can anticipate the above CPV branching ratio is about
near the radiative branching ratio of Eq. (5), or the theoretical value α/π = 2.32×10 −3 . Thus, as in Sec. 2, the branching ratios of CPC and CPV processes are almost identical.
Observed Angles φ , δ and CPV
Other measures of CPV are the observed angles φ and δ. The K L -K S mixing angle is (assuming CPT conservation [4] )
Being close to the CPC K L -K S mixing angle 45
• , Eq. (9) is one measure of CPV. Stated another way, SOW K 0 -K 0 mixing uses the angle φ to diagonalize the mass matrix
via the mixing angle (near 45
• ) [7, 8] :
Using the latter equation, the angle φ can also be estimated via the two-pion-dominated value linking the first-order weak (FOW)
We note the close proximity of Eq. (12) to Eq. (9) as another "measure" of CPV.
Note, too, that the radiative-induced value of φ has also been observed [4] , i.e., φ π + π − γ = (44 ± 4)
• , reasonably near the non-radiative φ in Eq. (9), and also near the 2π-dominated value in Eq. (12).
A second phase-angle measurement stems from the semileptonic weak-rate asymmetry [4] 
The model-independent relation predicting δ from |ε| ≈ |η +− | ≈ |η 00 | ≈ 2.3 × 10 −3 in Eq. (7), using φ ≈ 43.5
• from Eqs. (9) or (12), reads [8] 
close to the observed δ in Eq. (13).
Chiral Quark Model for ∆I = 1/2 Dominance
Partially conserved axial currents (PCAC) -consistently combined with the chiral charge
The single-quark-line (SQL) ∆I = 1/2 transition scale β w gives the FOW amplitude magnitude
Also, β w is fixed from the SOW soft-kaon theorem of current algebra [7, 8, 11] or from Cronin's chiral Lagrangian [12] as
as shown in Fig. 1 . Combining Eq. (17) with Eq. (11), we find from data [4, 7] 
Indeed, this FOW SQL scale β w (determined from the SOW K L −K S mass difference) can be roughly estimated from the GIM u , c self-energy graphs as [13, 14] 
Substituting the FOW scale β w from Eq. (18) back into Eqs. (15) and (16) gives, for
Also, the ∆I = 3/2 W -emission (WE) graph of Fig. 2 predicts
GeV. This WE amplitude, when extended to
GeV. Then, the total
very close to the measured amplitude for q = 206 MeV [4] , i.e.,
To test this SQL scale (18) in another way, we note that Eq. (16) predicts the FOW scale
The latter scale is compatible with eleven data sets for
In passing, we verify the ∆I = 1/2 rule via our theoretical estimate of the square of the amplitude in Eq. (21) relative to the one in Eq. (20):
This is near the observed decay-rate ratio 450 found in Eq. (3).
6 Indirect and Direct CPV for K → 2π Decays
Now we study in detail indirect and direct CPV for K 2π weak decays. Given that |η +− /η 00 | is close to unity from data [4] in Eq. (7), years ago the leading term |ε| was thought to be the α/π radiative correction
as the origin of CPV [16, 8] . Actually, ε ′ cancels out in [4] 
and this is the best measurement of the indirect CPV scale (yet still compatible with Eq. (26)).
Concerning direct CPV, the ratio from Eq. (7) gives
a close measure of unity. As a matter of fact, this direct CPV ratio should be [4] 
Equating the CPV data ratio in Eq. (28) with the CPV theoretical ratio in Eq. (29) requires the direct CPV scale
The most recent direct CPV measurements for K → ππ decays average to [3] ℜe ε The observed direct CPV is extracted from
Substituting the latest direct CPV value (31) into Eq. (32) in turn gives
and so a direct CPV scale enhancement of 0.497% does indeed hint at an e.m. correction to the FOW K → 2π amplitudes of Sec. 5, as we now demonstrate. In quark-model ∆I = 1/2 SQL language, there are two different (see also below) radiatively corrected graphs to be considered for each charged final-state pion, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Then the (direct) CPV (radiative) amplitude ratio is predicted to be
and this 0.465% enhancement is very close to the 0.497% direct CPV enhancement in Eq. (33), and near the 0.528% approximate enhancement from Eq. (28) in the PDG tables.
First we comment on this crucial factor of 2 in Eq. (34). As a matter of fact, this was already discussed and explained in Ref. [24] , having to do with the tadpole transition charac- . Stated another way, the analog, now measured [26] κ(800) meson is generated in a unitarized coupled-channel approach [27] , but cannot be found in a loosely bound (nonrelativistic) scheme. This means we must include the factor of 2 in Eq. (34) and Fig. 3 , as these two photon-mediated loop graphs are distinct, since they both occur in NG (tightly bound) kaon configurations.
In the context of the SM, the only origin of CPV in the CKM scheme would be in the 3 × 3 CKM matrix via the phase δ, i.e. [note that we use here the original parametrization due to Kobayashi and Maskawa (Ref. [2] , second paper; see also the PDG [4] CKM review), which is more convenient for our purposes], vertex is defined as 
Thus, Eq. (37) using the latter chiral cutoff in turn gives from Eq. (39) the phase
Comparing this CKM version of δ with the measurement of δ in Eq. (13), or with the theoretical estimate in Eq. (14), indeed suggests that the parameter λ w in the VAγ CPV vertex (38) is unity. This parallels the standard e.m. minimal substitution q µ → q µ −eA µ .
There are, however, various dynamical quark models characterizing the VAγ CPV vertex.
The Higgs exchange leading to a CPV neutron electric dipole moment (NEDM) d n suggested by Weinberg [20] , giving |d n | ≈ 4 × 10 −24 e cm for M H ≈ 316.7 GeV, is ruled out by present data [4] finding |d n | < 0.6 × 10 −25 e cm, as noted by Pal & Pham [21] . An underlying NEDM version of the W W γ CPV coupling has been often discussed in the literature [22] . Now that data appear to exclude a NEDM origin of CPV, we take the approximate equivalence between Eqs. (13), (14) Another weak-interaction radiative correction of this small size follows from the semileptonic weak µ − → e − ν µνe decay. Long ago, Kinoshita & Sirlin [28] computed this net V −A rate correction due to radiative effects as
We note that this 0.42% radiative enhancement is near the 0.465% e.m. enhancement for K → 2π, or the observed direct CPV scale of 0.497%. 2 The SQL SOW K 0 -K 0 scheme in Fig. 1 correctly treats the chiral K 0 =sd state as a tightly bound (NambuGoldstone) meson (whence the crucial factor of 2 for CPV in Eq. (34)). Although the alternative W W -box SOW K 0 -K 0 approach in principle involves many additional graphs, in the CL the latter formulation should reduce to the former SQL scheme, leading to the K S → 2π amplitudes in Eqs. (19, 20, 21) .
Summary and Conclusions
In the foregoing, we have analyzed remarkable patterns in the experimental data for CPC and CPV K → 2π and K → 2πγ weak decays, as well as for ∆I = 1/2 compared to ∆I = 3/2 processes. Concretely, in Sec. 2 we extracted from data [4] the 4.5% to 4.7% ∆I = 3/2 suppression in both CPC and CPV K → 2π transitions. Next, in Sec. 3 we found that the observed K → ππγ/ππ branching ratios are all scaled near α/π or α/2π. Then in Sec. 4 we studied the CPV angles φ and δ. In Sec. 5 we returned to K → 2π ∆I = 1/2 dominance from the perspective of the chiral (constituent) quark model. Finally, in Sec. 6 we studied indirect and direct kaon CPV in the framework of photon-mediated loop graphs via 0.497%, 0.465%, 0.42% values, obtained from direct CPV data, and theoretical radiatively corrected K → 2π and µ → eνν weak amplitudes.
We have not considered strong-interaction penguin graphs in our analysis, as the typical QCD scale of ∼ 1 fm is orders of magnitude larger than the electroweak CPV scale of about 0.0023 × 1/M W = 5.6 × 10 −6 fm. Therefore, we argue it is unlikely that such graphs yield a significant contribution to CPV-related processes. This qualitative argument is confirmed by explicit calculations, showing that QCD penguins lead to much too small results for ∆I = 1/2 nonleptonic kaon decay rates [29] , as well as for the CPV ratio ǫ ′ /ǫ [30] . Also Lucio [31] showed, using inner-bremsstrahlung and direct-emission graphs, that QCD penguins do not play an important role in ∆I = 1/2 K → ππγ transitions.
Summarizing, we have shown that CPV -at least for kaon weak decays involving two pions -can be described with standard second-order weak physics, radiatively corrected.
We believe this line of research should be further pursued for other CPV processes, too, as a possible alternative to new physics.
To conclude, we present CPV to CPC decay-rate ratios for various PDG [4] kaon-decay processes involving two pions, as extra support for our analysis: 
close to |η 00 | 
Note that the experimental rate ratio in Eq. (46) has a large error, suggesting that it might also turn out to be close to the average value of (5.2±0.1)×10 −6 in Eqs. (42)- (47), being about 2.5 standard deviations away. Finally, as the CPV component of the process
is not yet known experimentally, we have used in Eq. (47) the equality of the corresponding rate ratio with the measured quantity |η +−γ | 2 . Clearly, more and still better experiments, also in the kaon sector, are needed to lend additional evidence to our interpretation of CPV as a radiatively corrected SOW effect.
